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Introduction

1. At the invitation of the Government of the Republic of Fiji (hereafter referred to as Fiji), the Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography visited Suva and Nadi, on the island of Viti Levu, from 11 to 16 October 1999, to study the issue of commercial sexual exploitation of children in Fiji. She then travelled to Canberra, Australia, at the invitation of the Government of Australia for one day of meetings, on 18 October 1999, with representatives of the Government and non-governmental organizations.

2. During her visit to Fiji, she met with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Minister for Women and Culture, the Commissioner of Police, and the Australian High Commissioner. She also met with representatives of the Ministries of Tourism and Education, the Department of Public Prosecutions, the Fiji Law Reform Commission, the Regional Rights Resource Team, UNICEF, UNDP, UNAIDS, the Fiji Chamber of Commerce and several non-governmental organizations. In Australia, she met with the Minister of Justice, with representatives of the Government of Australia, including from the Attorney-General’s Office and the Departments of Tourism, Police and Customs, and with several non-governmental organizations.

3. In Suva, the Special Rapporteur conducted on-site investigations both during the daytime and at night, in order to observe for herself the situation of children in streets and bars. She also had the opportunity to visit two children’s homes.

4. A selective list of people and organizations with whom the Special Rapporteur had meetings during her mission is annexed to the present report.

5. The Special Rapporteur would like to express her thanks to UNDP Fiji for the assistance given to her, and her particular appreciation to the Fiji Human Rights Commission for all the logistical and practical support they provided. She wished to thank both the Governments of Fiji and Australia for extending the invitations to her. However, she was disappointed by the apparent lack of interest and awareness of the importance of her visit by the Government of Fiji, which was evidenced by the reluctance of certain ministers to meet with her.

6. The Special Rapporteur would like to take this opportunity to reiterate her position that she does not carry out country visits with the purpose of finding fault with a State, but rather to make a constructive assessment of the situation of children followed by recommendations as to measures which could be implemented by the principal actors to offer greater protection to the nation’s young people.

7. The Special Rapporteur chose to visit Fiji in order to study the situation of commercial sexual exploitation of children in a country for which tourism is one of the main industries, generating almost one third of the nation’s income. She had been disturbed to receive allegations that Fiji is becoming a popular destination for child sex tourists - adults who travel to certain countries either with the primary purpose of sexually abusing children, or who carry out such activities whilst visiting the country as otherwise legitimate tourists.

8. The Special Rapporteur regrets that the mission took place almost exclusively in the capital, Suva, which is situated on the south-east side of the largest island, Viti Levu. Although
Suva is not the primary destination for tourists, there is virtually no governmental or non-governmental activity outside the capital. The Special Rapporteur would have preferred to have included field visits to the next largest city, Lautoka, situated in the north-west of Viti Levu, and to the smaller island of Vanua Levu. However, the lack of decentralization meant that possibilities for meeting individuals who would have been able to appraise her of the situation of children in these areas were extremely limited.

9. A very large percentage of all of the tourism into Fiji is provided by Australia. Most international flights come from Australia, much of the marketing of the Fijian tourist industry is done in Australia and many Australians have taken up residence in Fiji. Inevitably, every case of sexual exploitation of children by tourists and foreigners which was brought to the attention of the Special Rapporteur involved allegations against Australian men. The Special Rapporteur concluded that a thorough evaluation of the situation coupled with attempts to address it necessitated discussions with governmental and non-governmental representatives of both countries.

I. COUNTRY SITUATION

10. Fiji is located in the Pacific Ocean and comprises 330 islands. The two largest islands, Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, are home to the majority of the population of 800,000, of whom 51 per cent are indigenous Fijian, 42 per cent are Indo-Fijian, and the remaining 7 per cent are Asian and Caucasian. Fifty-three per cent of the population are Christian - largely Methodist, 38 per cent are Hindu and 8 per cent Muslim. More than 60 per cent of the population live in rural areas, with the main urban population concentrated in Suva and Lautoka.

11. The two main industries of Fiji are tourism and sugar. There is also a large garment industry, and much revenue is generated by the sea ports. Unemployment is high. It has been estimated that out of a yearly 10,000 school leavers seeking employment, only 1,500 will find paid work.1

12. The business sector is largely controlled by Indo-Fijian families, whilst the government ministries and the military are led by indigenous Fijians. Migrant workers, predominantly Chinese and Filipino, are increasing in number, particularly in the garment industry. Such workers, currently estimated to be 2,000 in Suva, are a largely unregulated workforce and both they and their children are particularly vulnerable to labour exploitation.

A. Sale of children

13. Few incidents involving the sale of a child, other than through involvement in prostitution, have been reported in Fiji. There have been cases where couples from foreign countries have paid large amounts of money to adopt a child, but such instances appear to be rare.

14. Many adoptions take place in Fiji, but these are usually within the child’s extended family. Of the remaining cases, some children are adopted by Fijian couples, but the majority go to Australian or New Zealander parents.
15. Whether the adoption is arranged privately or through the public services, there are weaknesses in the system. For example, when a woman goes into hospital to give birth, she does not need to show any proof of her identity. Some hospitals have reported instances of women giving birth and then giving their child a name different from their own. They then have the necessary paperwork with which to register the child falsely under any name, including that of the future adopting parent.

16. Where a child is abandoned, or the mother has not arranged for adoptive parents by herself, the potential adopters are screened by the Ministry of Social Welfare. Adopters can be a couple or single, male or female. The necessary approval is routinely granted following just one visit by the social worker. Another social worker is appointed to ensure the welfare of the child pending his or her adoption, during which time the child will live in a children's home or with foster parents.

17. The potential adopters need to show residency in Fiji for three months, but this is very easy to avoid by using a local address whilst still living abroad. No checks are carried out as to the de facto reality of the residency claim and the decision regarding adoption is made in the magistrate’s court after just one hearing.

18. Although there is no evidence to suggest that trafficking of babies and young children for international adoption involving large sums of money is happening in Fiji, the Special Rapporteur is concerned that the potential for unscrupulous individuals to carry out such activities clearly exists.

19. Of greater concern are the number of cases where older children have been taken from their parents to live in Australia and New Zealand. Fijians are generally very friendly and trusting people, and there have been instances where foreigners have taken the time to befriend whole families, gaining the trust of the parents and the child. These cases did not appear to involve the “sale” of the child as such, but parents acting in good faith, have allowed individuals to take their child abroad with promises that the child would be provided with an education.

20. In Australia, there have been several prosecutions of men for sexual abuse of the Fijian boys they had “adopted”. The Special Rapporteur was informed that Australian police from New South Wales visited Fiji in 1999 to investigate 15 cases - some dating back to the 1970s - involving children taken to Australia and used in what was described as sex slavery.

21. The Women’s Crisis centre in Fiji advised the Special Rapporteur that in certain resorts in Fiji, such as Coral Coast and Sigatoka, a number of expatriate retired men live who have adopted boys and have been the subject of allegations of sexually abusing them. In some of these cases the boys have stayed with the men into adulthood and have inherited the men’s property. The material gain for such children might explain the reluctance of most to make an official complaint about the abuse in later life.
22. Unfortunately, no information concerning government initiatives to combat illegal adoption through the Department of Social Welfare was available. The Special Rapporteur was advised that the Government has expressed concern about the international adoption of Fijian children and she would have welcomed a dialogue on this matter. She was therefore extremely disappointed that neither the Minister nor any member of the Ministry of Social Welfare made themselves available for a meeting with her.

B. Child prostitution

23. The primary causes for children entering prostitution in Fiji were attributed to abuse suffered by the child within the family and to economic factors. The contribution of boredom arising from a lack of employment opportunities and leisure activities was also cited.

24. Many cases of incest and physical abuse of Fijian children were reported to the Special Rapporteur. Every day, the newspapers relate stories of abuse of children by parents, step-parents, grandparents and other family members. The Special Rapporteur appreciates the role that the media are playing in highlighting this problem and raising awareness of the extent of familial abuse in Fiji.

25. One case which was reported in the media at the time of the Special Rapporteur’s visit was of a grandfather who had abused several grand-daughters over a period of years. One of the girls, now an adult, brought a complaint against him. He was charged, found guilty, but set free because of his age. It was reported that all the girls had become prostitutes. Cases were also reported to the Special Rapporteur of parents forcing daughters into prostitution.

26. Boys who are abused and rejected by their families are similarly at risk of entry into prostitution. Sometimes this rejection arises from the family’s perception that the boy is homosexual, with the result that such boys leave home and form new communities on the streets with other boys in similar situations. Incest involving boys is a subject of even greater taboo than that involving girls, and there are virtually no facilities in Fiji providing a forum for male victims to turn to.

27. Children living in squatter settlements are particularly at risk. Both Fijian and Indo-Fijian families are typically large, with perhaps as many as 10 children. Often the whole family will live in just two or three rooms, with a consequent absence of any privacy. Children grow up witnessing sexual activity and being especially vulnerable to abuse and sexual intercourse at a young age.

28. The poverty suffered by those living in such settlements is a major inducement to entry into prostitution. Children see so much unemployment that they lose their motivation to study, particularly when their parents are unemployed and uneducated. Sometimes the mother of such children is in prostitution herself and the children learn that they can make money with their bodies.  

29. Around Christmas time, many new children are seen prostituting themselves on the streets in Suva. This has been attributed to a desire to earn money in order to buy gifts.
30. There are very few recreational activities for children in Fiji. Boredom, especially amongst young teenagers has led to high rates of alcohol consumption and they are often seen drunk by 5 p.m. and hanging around bars and prostituting themselves by 7 p.m.

31. Young girls allow themselves to be picked up and taken into nightclubs. Once a man has paid the entry fee and bought the girl some drinks, there is an understanding that the girl will later have sex with him.

32. Although there does not appear to be a problem with hard drugs such as cocaine or heroin in Fiji, marijuana is easily accessible and can even be bought in schools for as little as 50 US cents. Both adults and children can be seen in bars and public places, drinking and smoking marijuana until they pass out.

33. The three main causes outlined above have all contributed to the growth in the number of children who are prostituting themselves to both local and foreign men. These may be children living on the streets or those who still live at home.

34. However, the police have recently found that the young prostitutes are disappearing from the streets and they believe that they are now going to hotels. Several non-governmental organizations confirmed that taxis pick up the girls from schools, the girls change into different clothes whilst on their way to their assignments with men waiting in hotels and they are later returned home, presumably without their parents knowing of their activities. Young street boys are also being taken to hotels for the same purpose.

35. The Members of the Fiji Aids Task Force have much direct contact with those in prostitution as they go out on to the streets to talk to people about HIV-AIDS and give out educational material and condoms. They consider that the prostitution that goes on in Suva primarily involves local abusers, although they referred to instances where men from overseas have visited the Task Force Office wanting information about where the “action” is.

36. The prostitution that occurs in the west of the country involves a much higher percentage of tourists. As well as those who visit Fiji for short holidays, some stay for much longer periods of time and develop relationships with the families of the children whom they later abuse. Occasionally, boys have disappeared from the streets and have later been found living in private homes as “house boys”, providing domestic and sexual services in return for a more comfortable lifestyle.

37. The prostitution in Suva does not appear to be controlled by pimps, but the role of taxi drivers in this regard should be examined more closely. Many organizations with which the Special Rapporteur had meetings referred to the involvement of taxi drivers, both in helping men to find prostitutes and in arranging a rendezvous point. Most taxis are owned and run privately with no accountability for their activities.

38. The situation in Nadi and other tourist areas is somewhat different, in that pimps are very much involved and sex tourism is reported to be an organized industry, long since developed from the situation of individuals operating alone.
39. Other abusers of children include sailors, especially from Korean and Taiwanese ships, which come to Fiji for refuelling. There are reports that parents even make money by offering the sexual services of their own children to sailors.

40. Certain non-governmental organizations informed the Special Rapporteur that although women have prostituted themselves quite openly on the streets of Fiji for generations, paedophilia is a very new and relatively discreet phenomenon. However, one individual who was in his 60s, informed the Special Rapporteur that throughout his life he had heard accounts of abuse involving foreign men and young boys. He recalled being invited as a young teenage boy to a party organized by a foreign man who had moved to Fiji. At the party the only guests were other boys of a similar age and he witnessed the host stroking the leg of one of these boys.

41. Abusers generally target poor families, especially single mothers, and offer to help with the finances of the family - for example by sending the child to school. As with some of the reports of illegal adoption, there have been cases where the child has been taken abroad with the consent of his parent and with promises of education.

C. Child pornography

42. Child pornography and the term “paedophilia” were virtually unheard of in Fiji until two years ago. One case, which was still being heard at the time of the Special Reporter’s visit, has raised awareness about the concerns of her mandate amongst the Fijian population.

43. An Australian, who had been living in Fiji for several years, was arrested in Suva in 1997, following the discovery of many images of child pornography on the hard drive of his lap-top computer, which he had returned to Australia for repairs. The Australian computer crime investigation squad alerted the Fijian police, who went to his house and found four young girls aged between 4 and 14 living with him. The police also found two other computers with approximately 2,800 images of child pornography. He had set up connections to trade pornography on the Internet and had sent messages concerning payment for pictures.

44. The police discovered that the girls who were living with him featured in his pornographic collection, and the three older girls gave evidence that he had had sex with them. The police asked for other complainants to come forward, whereupon 37 children made statements alleging various sexual offences committed by him against them.

45. The accused had operated by initiating the children into sex slowly - one witness with whom he had first had sex when she was only aged 9, said that she did not like it at first but after a while she became used to it and enjoyed it. That witness had become pregnant and given birth when she was 13.

46. The Department of Public Prosecutions has faced considerable difficulties with this case. At the time of the Australian man’s arrest Fiji had no laws governing child pornography, computer crimes or Internet offences. As regards the sexual abuse of the children, the most appropriate charge, which would have perhaps imposed an adequate penalty would have been that of defilement, as all the children involved were under the age of consent. However, the offences were uncovered up to seven years after the defilement of his earliest victims, and it was
impossible to determine exactly when the first act of sexual intercourse had taken place with any of the children. The only charge left available to the prosecution was that of rape, for which the sentence would be five years if handed down by the magistrate’s court, and six years if from the High Court.

47. The difficulties continued for the prosecutors, this time as a result of reluctance on the parts of the victims and their families to condemn this man for his abuses. The girls involved had come from poor families whom the accused had been assisting financially. At the time of his arrest, the families of the victims questioned the actions of the police, saying that he had helped them and their children in many ways.

48. Once he was arrested, much of the financial support to these families stopped and the children started to withdraw their accusations against him. Some of the children even still live with him and others have now refused to give evidence in court against him.

49. Even the pornographic images, which provide clear evidence of his abuse of children, cannot be introduced as evidence for the prosecution, as there were no laws against the production of such images when he was arrested. Of the 37 initial complainants, at the time of the Special Rapporteur’s visit all but two had withdrawn their allegations against him or had become very hostile towards the prosecution.

50. One other case involving the effects of pornography was ongoing at the time of the Special Rapporteur’s visit, and was brought to her attention by the Women’s Rights Movement. A young girl aged 11 had allegedly been gang-raped by five local men after they had been watching pornographic films.

II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

51. Fiji ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child on 13 August 1993 and submitted its initial report to the Committee on the Rights of the Child in 1996. The Committee welcomed the then recent establishment of several mechanisms concerning children’s rights, namely the Coordinating Committee on Children (CCC), the Children’s Unit within the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare and the Child Abuse Unit within the Police Department.

52. The Committee expressed concern over a number of areas where the response of the State party fell short of the requirements of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. These included the lack of a systematic data-collection mechanism, inadequacies pertaining to the birth registration system, the continuing use of corporal punishment by parents and teachers, insufficient awareness and lack of information about ill-treatment and abuse, including sexual abuse, both within and outside of the family, as well as insufficient legal protection measures, appropriate resources and adequately trained personnel to prevent and combat such abuse.

53. Other areas of concern for the Committee included the high drop-out rate from school, insufficient measures to address drug and alcohol abuse, and the inadequate rehabilitation measures for ill-treated, sexually abused and economically exploited children, as well as their limited access to the justice system.
54. Under the Penal Code, there are a number of offences relating to the sale and trafficking of children. Section 152 of the Code makes it “a felony to take away or detain against her will, a woman of any age, if the intention is to marry or have sexual intercourse with her”.

55. The Special Rapporteur is alarmed that a similar provision in section 254, entitled “Abduction of girls under 16 years”, only makes it a misdemeanour to “unlawfully take … any unmarried girl, being under the age of 16, out of the possession and against the will of her father and mother”.

56. Sections 162 (1) and 163 (1) also make it a misdemeanour for any parent or person having custody, charge or care of a minor under 16 years, to sell, hire or otherwise dispose of the minor and for any person to buy, hire or obtain possession of a minor under 16 years, with intent that such minor shall at any age be employed or used for the purpose of prostitution or illicit sexual intercourse, or for any unlawful and immoral purposes, or knowing that such minor will be used for such purpose.

57. Under the Penal Code, the usual penalty for a felony is imprisonment for up to five years, and for a misdemeanour, imprisonment for one year.

58. Child stealing is covered under section 254, but protects only those children under the age of 14, making it a felony to lead, take away, decoy, entice away or detain any child with intent to deprive any parent or other person having the lawful care or charge of such child.

59. The section of the Criminal Procedure Code entitled “Offences against morality” includes a number of offences forbidding sexual exploitation of females and minors, including making it an offence to procure or attempt to procure a woman or girl under the age of 21 years for prostitution.

60. Since December 1997, pornographic activity involving juveniles has been subject to criminal penalties under The Juveniles (Amendment) Act, 1997, which amends section 62 of the Juveniles Act with a new section (s. 62A). The new section provides a thorough list of offences such as recording, reproducing, viewing, making, distributing and trafficking in pornography involving juveniles, or those who appear to be juveniles. The Special Rapporteur welcomes this new legislation and considers that the penalties to which offenders would be liable - imprisonment not exceeding 14 years for a first offence and up to life imprisonment for a second offence, meet the obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

61. The Fiji Law Reform Commission has been given the mandate to inquire into, report upon and make recommendations in respect of the laws relating to the protection of children, offences committed against children, evidence given by children and, in particular, to consider the adequacy in this regard, of the Juveniles Act, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Penal Code and the Adoption of Infants Act.
62. In May 1999, the Law Reform Commission published a discussion paper\(^5\) which considered the current legal regime governing sexual offences against children. The paper contains proposals for change and was intended to raise public awareness and provoke debate. The recommendations it contains have been made against the background of Fiji’s commitments under the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Special Rapporteur welcomed the opportunity to contribute to the process.

63. The most notable recommendations of the paper were (i) the removal of the term “carnal knowledge” and replacement with the term “sexual intercourse”, (ii) the broadening of the definition of sexual intercourse and (iii) the removal of gender specific language in favour of gender neutral language.

64. The Special Rapporteur voiced her grave concerns to the Law Reform Commissioner about the inadequacy of the sections of the Criminal Procedure Code in accordance with which those responsible for selling a child into prostitution are charged only with committing a misdemeanour. The Special Rapporteur urged the Commissioner to carry out a review of these sections as a matter of the utmost priority and to propose the penalization of such activities in an appropriate and effective manner which would bring the law of Fiji into line with its international obligations under article 19 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

III. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

65. The effect of the currently weak legislation with regard to the protection of children was illustrated in several cases. In September 1999, the Sigatoka magistrate’s court heard a case against a man accused of raping his 12-year-old step-daughter. The magistrate sent the case to the High Court because she would only be able to sentence the accused if he was found guilty, to a maximum of five years’ imprisonment. However, as he was a first-time offender, the High Court returned the case to the magistrate’s court and he was eventually sentenced to a four-year prison term.

66. Corollary to inadequate legislation is the lack of severity with which such cases are viewed in the High Court. Most of the abuse cases are against female children and a lack of gender awareness amongst the members of the male-dominated High Court was alleged as a principal reason for such light sentencing.

67. Following the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child by Fiji, the Fiji Cabinet established the Coordinating Committee on Children (CCC) in 1994 with the mandate to mainstream children’s rights throughout the various government ministries and provide a coordinated approach to cases involving children.

68. The need for such a body had been highlighted in a particularly tragic case known as the “Banana murder” in 1994. A little boy was killed by his step-father because he had eaten some bananas. His mother had reported the abuse against him six times to different agencies. It appears that prior to his death, all the agencies assumed that one of the others was looking into the case and, in the event, nothing was done to protect him.
69. In another case, a mother beat her daughter. The neighbours had reported this several times, but again, all the agencies passed on responsibility. The child later died from infection due to her beatings.

70. The conclusion was reached that where a case was reported to one agency, all relevant agencies should be informed to ensure that no cases were overlooked. A child protection inter-agency group was set up involving all the agencies, and all reported cases were discussed in the inter-agency group in twice-weekly meetings. It was successful for two years, but when the initiators of the group moved on to other jobs, the commitment and enthusiasm faded.

71. Through the subsequent creation of a legal sub-committee, the CCC considered measures to improve the protection of children’s rights in the justice system - whether the child was the offender or the victim. Many recommendations for change were made under the Children and Young Persons Act, which, inter alia, introduced “youth conferencing” for children in conflict with the law. In this system, rather than the case being heard in a court, all the parties involved would be invited to meet together and discuss the case. The offender would be forced to confront his actions, the issue of restitution would be discussed, but the case and the child would be kept out of the courtroom.

72. Another very welcome development introduced by the CCC has been the use of screens in the courtroom, so that the child victim does not need to be directly confronted with his or her abuser. Now, every court in the country uses screens. In rural areas where it proved difficult to deliver the large screens, traditional Fijian mats are used instead.

73. The Special Rapporteur met with the Police Commissioner and is appreciative of the very candid dialogue they were able to have. Fiji has traditionally had a culture of insensitivity in the Police Force, and when the CCC was first established, it received many complaints about police attitudes. One non-governmental organization advised the Special Rapporteur that its staff had come across many cases where they were certain that a child had been abused, but he or she was too afraid to talk about the experience to anyone, particularly fearing becoming involved with the law.

74. The Police Commissioner is to be commended for his efforts to change the image of his Force in Fiji. He expressed his commitment to improving the situation of children in Fiji and outlined some of the measures that he has taken in this respect.

75. Concerning domestic violence, the traditional response of the police was to adopt a “conciliatory approach” and avoid becoming involved in what was considered best kept within the jurisdiction of the family. In response to mounting pressure from the women’s movement, the Police Commissioner introduced a “No drop policy” in 1995. This means that every complaint which comes under the definition of “Violence between heterosexual adults who are living together or have previously lived together as husband and wife (conjugal relationship)” should be fully investigated and offenders taken to court. Police officers are advised that this policy applies to themselves as well, and that under no circumstances should they promote reconciliation in domestic violence cases.
76. Several other agencies with which the Special Rapporteur had meetings confirmed that the introduction of the “No drop policy” has had a huge impact on the reduction of levels of domestic violence by husbands against their wives. However, the Special Rapporteur remains uncertain as to the extent to which this policy covers offences of domestic violence against children. She considers that an extension of its ambit in this way is essential. Corporal punishment is a traditional sanction for children in Fiji, and physical violence against young people in the home is of serious concern. In one case reported to the Special Rapporteur, a girl of 18 committed suicide because she was beaten so badly by a family member.

77. In schools, the incidence of beatings has been reduced since a law was passed providing that only the school principal is allowed to administer corporal punishment. It is to be hoped that eventually this punishment will be removed from schools altogether.

78. In 1995, a Police Sexual Offences and Child Abuse Unit was established. With the help of the CCC, AusAID and UNICEF, police and judges have been given child-sensitive training. In the beginning, only a certain number of police received this training, but a lack of resources often resulted in the trained police being reassigned to different posts. The Unit started to be treated as one to be staffed by women alone, and the Police Commissioner’s intention that all police officers be given this training has been defeated by inadequate resources.

IV. THE GOVERNMENT

79. Children’s homes in Fiji are supported to a certain extent by the Government, by the Governments of Australia and New Zealand and by the churches of Fiji. There are no wholly government-run children’s homes in Fiji.

80. The Special Rapporteur visited the Dilkusha and St. Christopher’s Children’s Homes. Both reported that they receive children from all over Fiji, but it was apparent that most of the children were of Indo-Fijian origin. The majority of children are brought to the homes by the Department of Social Welfare, others by church organizations and, in occasional situations, by the homes themselves.

81. The majority of the children come to the homes because their parents are extremely poor and cannot look after them. However, most children have at least one parent who comes to visit him or her every week and some of the children were able to go home to family members for a holiday. It was apparent from the confidence and happiness of most of the children whom the Special Rapporteur met, that they were well loved and cared for.

82. St. Christopher’s Home estimated that 5 per cent of the young children who come to the home go for adoption. Dilkusha reported having only a very small percentage of adoptable children, but has an adoption programme which is now in its tenth year. Some of these children are adopted locally, but the majority go to Australian and New Zealand applicants.
83. Both homes reported that some of the children arrive having suffered physical or sexual abuse, sometimes of a violent nature. These children may have been brought to the homes to be protected from further abuse. Sometimes girls come to the homes because they are pregnant: in the Indian communities especially, being an unmarried mother is not always an acceptable condition.

84. All the children in the homes go to school and some go on to university. Most schools in Fiji are operated by local communities and non-governmental organizations in partnership with the Government. There appears to be some confusion even among teachers as to whether school fees are compulsory or not.\(^8\) The Ministry of Education states that fees are not compulsory and that no child is to be denied attendance for failing to pay any of these fees, but in some schools, fees have become compulsory in effect because various forms of pressure are put on children to pay, for example by sending them home, preventing them from enrolling the following year, or not allowing them to sit for external exams.

85. The standard of sex education in schools was reported to be inadequate. Although the Ministry of Education states that 200 schools have sex education on the curriculum, approximately just four are providing such lessons, and even these have dedicated such a small amount of time to the lessons that they are not having any impact. The reason for this was reported to be the lack of training available for teachers to carry out such classes adequately. The AIDS Task Force reported being in great demand to visit schools to inform the children about safe sex.

86. The Special Rapporteur welcomes the efforts that the Government has made to make the subject of domestic violence a national priority. The Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre has been given this mandate and the Government has committed itself to a campaign of public awareness about violence against women.

87. It is clear that the primary focus of the campaign against domestic violence has been on women’s rights and it is unfortunate that in attempts to promote women’s rights the issues have been packaged together with children’s rights. This had resulted in children’s rights being rather subsumed by the former, and not given the attention that they so desperately need. Although the girl child will reap benefit from the campaign on violence against women, the isolation of the boy child who may be suffering the same sexual and physical abuse as his sister will not be dealt with adequately unless the rights of the child are given equal but separate attention.

88. Concerning the abuse of children by foreigners, the Ministry of Tourism, although admittedly aware that the tourist industry was a contributory factor in the growth of paedophilia in Fiji, did not consider that the problem was yet of sufficient gravity to merit its active involvement in preventive measures. The representative of the Ministry informed the Special Rapporteur that budgetary constraints would not enable it to place the problem of child sex tourism on its agenda.
89. The Special Rapporteur was disappointed that although awareness was not lacking in this Ministry - the representative advised her that child sex tourism is now discussed at all major tourism conferences - the Fijian Ministry of Tourism does not consider that it has a role to play in this regard. She would strongly recommend that adequate resources be allocated to empower the Ministry to take up this very important role before more children fall victim to such tourists.

90. By contrast, the Special Rapporteur was encouraged by the attitude of the Director of the Fiji Visitor’s Bureau, who was interested to learn how his organization could contribute to stopping child sex tourism in Fiji and who felt that the issue was not being treated with sufficient gravity.

91. The Government of Australia, through the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), has responded to the claims that its nationals are responsible for committing abuses against children while visiting other countries. It has signed memorandums of understanding on the prosecution of child sex offenders with Fiji and with other countries, such as the Philippines. These MOUs have very broad terms, which even extend to provisions such as assistance to the child victim. Legislation was adopted in Australia in 1994 which provides a penalty of up to 17 years’ imprisonment for Australians who have sex with a child under the age of 16 while abroad. The legislation is intended for use if the domestic legislation of the country concerned fails. In partnership with the Global Network to End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and Trafficking (ECPAT), DFAT has been seeking to raise awareness of these issues within Australia, for example through the provision of information to travel agencies and through a leaflet sent to individuals when they apply for a passport.

V. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

92. Whilst in Fiji, the Special Rapporteur met with representatives of international and local non-governmental organizations. All conveyed to her their alarm at the growing number of children both living on the streets and entering into prostitution. Although few statistics were available, for a country with a population of less than one million, the estimates of 200 street children at any one time in Suva alone are extremely high. One representative counted 69 girls in one night, hanging around in known pick-up spots in Suva, and regularly sees up to 20 children known to be in prostitution in the centre of Lautoka.

93. One non-governmental organization which works directly with street children, the Department of Christian Citizenship and Social Services Methodist Church, regularly comes into contact with approximately 40 street children in Suva. It encourages the children to explore ways to earn money rather than begging or soliciting for it. For example, the Department has provided them with shoe-shine equipment, and helped them to open bank accounts to encourage them to save their money and reduce the risk of having it stolen.

94. However, these activities have met with opposition from the police, who have said that such actions are encouraging the children to stay on the street. In summer 1999, several policemen threw the children’s shoe-shine equipment into the river, saying that they did not have a licence to carry out their work.
95. The Department has been working with the Police Commissioner to try and change such attitudes among the police and to teach them that such actions merely push the children into prostitution or petty crime.

96. The Special Rapporteur met with representatives of the international organization Save the Children Fund Fiji (SCF) and a local non-governmental organization, Project Heaven, which carry out certain projects together. For over 25 years, SCF has run a child sponsorship scheme, which has given them an insight into the reasons for the high rate of children dropping out of school. The two main reasons have consistently been found to be related to financial pressure and a lack of parental commitment to education. Through carrying out assessments of children’s eligibility for sponsorship, which involves looking into the family situation, SCF has discovered many cases where children, both Fijian and Indo-Fijian, have been abused, usually by uncles and step-fathers.

97. Where such cases have been found, SCF has provided counselling to the child and occasionally, if the circumstances merited it, has removed the child to one of the children’s homes.

98. The primary concern of Project Heaven, which also works in conjunction with the Fiji Red Cross Society, is to ensure that Fijian children benefit from health services. Project Heaven provides a service testing hearing and vision, which has helped children who had previously dropped out of school as a result of undiagnosed impairments. The methods of testing have also revealed an alarming incidence of physical violence against children. Small hammer-shaped instruments are used to test both ears and eyes, and Project Heaven reported numerous cases of children cowering and even screaming with fear when approached by the doctor with these instruments. A number of these children have subsequently revealed that they are beaten at home with certain implements.

99. All the organizations, including the international non-governmental organizations with which the Special Rapporteur had meetings in Canberra, agreed that measures to protect children from physical and sexual abuse were very inadequate, but that the protection offered to boys was virtually non-existent. Where people want to report children’s problems, they are likely to turn to the Women’s Crisis Centre, which does not really have the capacity to deal with girl children’s problems, let alone those of boys.

VI. THE PRIVATE SECTOR

100. In the course of developing her mandate, the Special Rapporteur has concluded that the private sector, the business community, could be an invaluable partner to those who seek to protect children, but the opportunity to make this a reality has so far been lost because of the failure by relevant parties to recognise their mutual concerns.

101. The Special Rapporteur was therefore particularly appreciative of the opportunity to meet with representatives of the Fijian Chamber of Commerce, both in Suva and in Nadi. During very fruitful dialogues, the representatives informed the Special Rapporteur that the Chamber is already looking for avenues in which to promote youth development and prevention of crime.
102. In particular, they expressed their concerns at the lack of recreational facilities for children after school hours. The Special Rapporteur made some suggestions as to measures that they could take to improve this situation. For example, there is a park in the centre of Suva, which is situated next to a fast food restaurant. There are no lights around the park, it is frequented by alcoholics and drug addicts, and is a well known area in which to find children for prostitution. The Special Rapporteur suggested that with the assistance of the restaurant owner, it would not involve very much expense to clean up and provide lights around the park, making it a safe place for children to play, which would in turn attract more customers, especially families, to the restaurant.

103. The Special Rapporteur thanks the representatives of the Chamber of Commerce with whom she met for their very enthusiastic response to her ideas as to possible ways in which they could contribute and looks forward to a continuing collaboration with them.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

104. The Special Rapporteur is disturbed that the contagion of commercial exploitation of children does not seem to have spared even a relatively isolated country like Fiji. Reports received from both governmental and non-governmental sources indicate that children in Fiji are subject to exploitation through both prostitution and pornography. In her dialogues in Suva, the Special Rapporteur expressed her belief that even in the absence of hard data and statistics there are strong indicators pointing to the existence of these nefarious practices against children in the country. These indicators are inter alia: (a) the escalating number of street children, (b) drug, alcohol and substance abuse by children, (c) sexual violence, including incest, suffered by children and (d) a dependency upon tourism, the negative effects of which do not appear to have been taken into consideration by the Government.

105. The sale of children other than for prostitution or pornography is generally unheard of in Fiji. However, some non-governmental organizations have expressed their apprehension that weaknesses in legislation covering adoption might eventually bring the problems of sale of children for inter-country adoption to Fiji.

106. The Special Rapporteur would like to make the following general recommendations:

(a) There is urgent need for strong political will to implement legislative reform and to formulate policies for the protection of children, in order to bring Fiji into line with its obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Special Rapporteur is disturbed by the very permissive environment for child abuse and exploitation created by the lack of effective punitive sanctions under the Penal Code. This applies equally to the sale and trafficking of children, as well as their entrapment into situations of prostitution and pornography.

(b) Child protection should be mainstreamed throughout government programmes and activities, particularly those of the Ministries of Tourism, Education, Justice and Social Welfare. The Special Rapporteur would like to caution that the welfare of children should not be sacrificed to the Government’s reliance on tourism as a major source of income. The Special Rapporteur would like to express her hope that the failure of the Minister of Tourism to meet
with her is not indicative of indifference or apathy on the part of the Government to the risks to children that tourism can create. In this regard, strong political will must be coupled with the sensitizing of all government officials to the vulnerability of children and their need for urgent and special attention.

(c) The general public should be educated not only as to the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, but also about the various threats to the welfare of children and the methods by which the perpetrators operate, especially in the fields of commercial sexual exploitation.

(d) The Special Rapporteur is convinced that children in Fiji are being commercially exploited sexually both by local and by foreign abusers, and that there is an urgent need for the Government to address this issue while it is still early enough to institute both preventive and remedial actions.

(e) The Special Rapporteur is likewise convinced that both boys and girls are equally being ensnared not only in prostitution but also in pornography, and that programmes should not be limited to girls. In this respect, differences in the modus operandi for recruitment of boys and girls, the methods of recruitment, the forms of abuse and exploitation, the specific and varying activities to which boys and girls are subjected, the effect of the abuse on them, their coping mechanisms and other important factors must be the subject of research and data gathering which could then be the basis for meaningful preventive and/or remedial action.

(f) The matter of non-commercial sexual abuse must be accorded urgent attention, especially that which is perpetrated in the context of the family. Incest and other types of domestic violence, abuse and neglect should be examined in relation to the age and sex of the victim.

(g) There is a need for specific programmes to provide children with wholesome recreational facilities. These are currently almost non-existent in Fiji. Parks and other areas where children congregate should be made safe places for them, instead of being effective contact points for potential abusers of children.

(h) Schools should be adequately empowered and resourced to monitor strictly and prevent the dropping out and truancy of children from school. Activities taking place at the end of the school day should be regular, and the times and locations of these activities must be made known to parents.

(i) Hotel, motel and bar owners, and taxi drivers and operators need to be sensitized to the imperative need for children to be protected from commercial sexual exploitation. Sanctions should be imposed on those who lend themselves in one way or another to recruiting, or facilitating the use of, a child for prostitution and/or pornography.

(j) Resources should be allocated to provide a comprehensive programme of sex education in all schools, which should include health education on HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmissible diseases.
(k) Drug, alcohol and other substance abuse by children should be matters of high priority for the Government. The Special Rapporteur was particularly concerned to learn that marijuana is very affordable and freely accessible by children of all ages in the school grounds.

(l) The locations in which children are at greater risk should be identified in every town or city. These areas should be monitored and protective initiatives should be developed. These initiatives should be given a good level of visibility in order to deter potential child abusers.

(m) The beaches of Fiji, including the private ones, should be monitored and made safe for children. The Special Rapporteur would like to stress that the fact that a resort caters only to wealthy clients should not lull the Government into believing that illicit activities involving children are not being conducted on its premises. Often it is this very exclusivity that gives the clients a feeling of security against any intrusion from protectors of children.

(n) All police should receive training to sensitize them to the plight of children who are victims of or at risk of sexual exploitation. At the same time, law enforcement should be strengthened in number throughout Fiji. A change in attitude must be effectuated, from wanting to clean the streets of children to cleaning the streets for children, not arresting the children but their abusers and not acting as persecutors but as protectors of children.

(o) Children in extremely impoverished areas such as squatter settlements should be given special consideration and protection, not only as being the primary targets for exploiters but also as being among those most vulnerable to the deceptions and ploys of recruiters.

(p) There should be a national focal point for children to coordinate not only the formulation of policies for the greater protection of children but also all the various programmes and activities for the promotion of children’s rights, for the prevention of infringement of those rights, for the extrication of children from abusive situations, and for their recovery and reintegration.

(q) Enhanced cooperation is needed between the government agencies and the non-governmental organizations dealing with children, and better coordination and allocation of responsibilities should be established so that the problems afflicting children are addressed in their totality.

(r) Encouraged by the success of her dialogues with leaders of the business community both in Suva and in Nadi, the Special Rapporteur urges the Government to explore ways and means of cooperating with the business sector on effective partnership for the promotion and protection of children’s rights.
Notes


2 The Special Rapporteur was advised that boys sell themselves for as little as 50 US cents.

3 It was not established that the accused was the father of her child.

4 Pornographic activities involving juveniles have been incorporated in an amendment to The Juveniles (Amendment) Act, 1997 - see section II, The legal framework.


6 Between 1995 and October 1998, a total of 1,246 cases were reported to the police.

7 AusAID, the Australian Government’s Overseas Aid Programme carried out a feasibility study and project identification mission in July 1999, to look at the situation of child abuse in Vanuatu, Fiji and Samoa, and make recommendations as to the nature of a project that could be undertaken in the area of local capacity-building to improve the protection of children. AusAID reported that it was not possible to quantify the extent and nature of abuse that occurs, but all those consulted believed child abuse to be widespread and grossly under-reported. Police capacity was reported to be constrained by lack of dedicated training and focus on child protection, and by limited resources spread thinly across a vast number of small and remote communities.

8 Keeping Children in School: Fiji School Enrolments and Save the Children Fund’s Child Sponsorship Scheme, Save the Children Fund Publication 1998.

9 Ibid.
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